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1. Introduction. We shall use the symbol H°e for the class of func-

tions that are analytic and bounded in the unit disk D, and the sym-

bol A for the class of elements of Hx that are continuous on the clo-

sure of D. For notational convenience, we shall often regard the unit

circle C and the interval [0, 2ir] as interchangeable. The purpose of

this note is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let the sequence {a0, ai, ■ ■ • } 0/ complex numbers have

the property that/or each/unction ^bnzn in Hx the limit

(1) lim  X) OnOnr"
r->1

exists and is finite. Then there exists a/unction (j>ELl(0, 2ir) such that

1 r2T
c„ = — I     <p(l)eint dt = <p(n)        (n ^ 0).

2ir J 0

The converse is also true.

This result was conjectured by A. E. Taylor in 1951 (see

[7, p. 33]). The analogous proposition for two-sided sequences

{ • • • , a_i, a0, ai, ■ ■ ■ }, with the space H°> of bounded analytic

functions replaced by L" and with Abel convergence replaced by

Cesaro convergence, had been established by H. Steinhaus [6] in

1919.
To view the relations a little differently: if the sequence {an} has

the property described in our theorem, then it defines an additive,

homogeneous functional on Hx. The theorem answers in the affirma-

tive the question (raised in [S, p. 275]) whether this functional is

continuous when the weak-star topology is imposed on Hx as a sub-

space of L°°.
In §§2 and 3, we give a proof of Theorem 1. The crucial step is the

construction of a Blaschke product whose absolute value is small on

certain sets and is near to 1 (with closely controlled argument) on

certain other sets. In §4, we examine Theorem 1 as a statement about

multiplier transforms on certain sequence spaces.
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2. A Borel measure associated with {an}.

Lemma 1. If the sequence {a„} satisfies the hypothesis in Theorem 1,

then there exists a finite, complex-valued Borel measure a on [0, 2ir] such

that

an=  I  eint dnit) = £(re)        (re ^ 0).

Proof. We may assume that the sequence {an} is bounded, since

otherwise the limit (1) would be infinite for some absolutely conver-

gent series zZbn- For each r (0<r<l) and each element/(z) = zZbnZ"

of A, let

00

*«•(/) = Z a»bnr\
o

Since {an} is bounded, each Xr is a bounded linear functional on A,

and by virtue of the Hahn-Banach theorem, we may extend it to a

bounded linear functional (with the same norm) on the space of all

complex-valued continuous functions on the unit circle C. By a the-

orem of F. Riesz, there exists a finite Borel measure ptr such that

Varp, = ||X,||    and    \riJ) = J* fdUr        (f E A).

The hypothesis of Theorem 1 requires that for each/ the set {Xr(/)}

(0<r<l) is bounded. Hence, by the uniform-boundedness principle,

the norms ||Xr|| are bounded. By the weak-star compactness of mea-

sures, there exists a measure u such that

lim J fdur = j fdu        ifEA).

To complete the proof of Lemma 1, we take successively the functions

/(z)=z"(« = 0, 1, • • •).

3. Absolute continuity of p. The absolute continuity of the measure

U constructed in §2 is a consequence of the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let p. be a finite, complex-valued Borel measure on

| z \ = 1 such that

(2) lim   I fre^dfiit)
r—1   J

exists for all Blaschke products f. Then u is absolutely continuous.
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Remark 1. Theorem 2 is a generalization of the following theorem

of F. and M. Riesz: A measure whose Fourier-Stielties coefficients

vanish on one side is absolutely continuous. Indeed, if p(«) =0 (re>0),

then ffdu = 0 for all f EH™ (in particular, for all Blaschke products),

and thus the limit (2) exists.

Remark 2. Let S„ denote the collection of all fEHx for which the

limit (2) exists. Clearly, S„ is a vector subspace of H°°. Further, it is a

closed set in the metric of H™ (the proof of this leads to a double limit,

but one of the limits is uniform over the whole open disk, not merely

over compact subsets). By the hypothesis of Theorem 2, S„ contains

all Blaschke products. The following question (see [4, p. 855, Problem

C]) remains open. Does there exist a proper closed vector subspace of

H" that contains all Blaschke products?

Remark 3. We do not know whether Theorem 1 remains valid if in

the hypothesis we merely require that the limit (1) exists for all

Blaschke products/= zZbnZn, rather than for all f EH™.

Proof of Theorem 2. We must show that p(F) =0 for each Borel

set F of Lebesgue measure 0 (on C or on [0, 2 ir]). By the regularity of

the measure, it is enough to prove the proposition for closed sets F.

Our proof will proceed by contradiction: we shall assume that p(F) 5^0

for some (fixed) closed set F of Lebesgue measure 0.

We shall require several lemmas. In each lemma, we assume the

hypothesis of Theorem 2. For 0<r<l, we use the notation /r(z)

=/(«)•

Lemma 2. Without loss of generality, we may assume that

9MF) ^ 0    and    3p(£) ^ 0

for all Borel sets EEF.

Proof. This follows from the Jordan decomposition theorem for

measures: the measure 9?p, restricted to the set F, is the difference of

two positive measures that live on disjoint subsets of F; a correspond-

ing statement applies to 3p.. Thus, if F does not have the property in

the lemma, we simply replace it with a subset E on which each of

9tp,(£) and Sp-(E) has constant sign. Multiplication of uiE) with the

appropriate power of i then gives the desired result.

Lemma 3. The limit

lim   I fTdfi
i—>i J p

exists for every Blaschke product f.
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Proof. If / is a Blaschke product, then

lim   j  frhrdp.

exists for each h in the space A of uniformly continuous analytic

functions. This follows immediately from the hypothesis if h is a

power of z; the general case then follows from Remark 2, since the

polynomials are dense in A.

Next we observe that lim f/r hdp. exists for each hEA, since

I JV(*r - h)dn   52 ll/H \\hr - A|| VarO*) - 0.

Next we choose a function gEA such that g = 1 on F and | g | < 1 on

the complement F' of F (concerning the existence of such a function,

see [2, Chapter VI, p. 81 j). Then

f /Tdu =    f frgHpi -   f    fTg"dfji.

For each n, the first term on the right has a limit, as we have just

seen; for large n, we can make the second term on the right arbitrarily

small (uniformly in r), since

I   f    /rg'dn    £ ||/||    f    UMm|
1 J p' J p'

and the right member tends to zero as n—»oo, by bounded conver-

gence.

Lemma 4. There exist closed sets Ip (p = 1, 2, • • •) such that

(i) each set Ip is the union o/ a finite number mp o/ closed arcs

IPj (/ = 1, 2, • • • , mv), all having the same length dp,

(ii) mpdp<l/p2,

(iii) F=n/p-

Proof. Let F„ denote the set of points whose distance from F is at

most 27r/». Then

Fi D Fi 3  • • •  D F,       fl Fn = F,

and therefore | F„|—»0 (by | M\ we denote the Lebesgue measure of

the set M).

For each natural number n, we divide the unit circle into 2« equal

closed subarcs, and we denote by /„ the union of the arcs that meet
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the set F. Then JnEFn, and therefore | Jn\ —»0. Finally, we extract a

subsequence {Jn„} such that | Jnp | < 1/p2, and we write Ip = Jnp.

Lemma 5. Let r<l and e>0 be fixed. Then there exist a number

s (r<5<l) and a finite Blaschke product b(z) whose m zeros all lie on

the circle \z\ =s, such that

(i) (1 - s)m < e,

(ii)   | b(se«) |   < e (eil E F),

(iii)   |4(s)-l|   <«(|*|   Sf).

Proof. We define the positive number sp by the equation

i
1 — sp = pdp.

Then 0<sP<l and sp—*l. Let zpj denote the midpoint of the arc spIpi.

For each z on this arc, | zPj — z\ <dp/2, and therefore

| (zpj - i)/(l - zPjz) I   ^ dp/2(l - si) = l/2p.

Hence the finite product

IS ismr      Zpj        1 Zp/3

satisfies the inequality | bp(z)\ <l/2p for all zEsPIP.

The number of factors of bp is mp, and

2
(3) »«p(l — sp) < mv(l — sp) = pmpdp < 1/p.

Thus the finite Blaschke product bp(z) satisfies (i) and (ii)  for all

p>l/e.
To discuss (iii), we need the formula

| a      a — z
(4) -L--■--= 1 - ea(z),

a     1 — az

where

€a(z) = (a + I aj z)(l — | a| )/a(l — dz).

We shall assume that 1/2 < | a| < 1. Then

(5) | 6,(2)1   =£4(1- |a|)/|l -az\,

and for | z | 5S r,

(6) | ia(z)\   ^ 4(1 — | a\ )/(l -r\ a\) ^ 4(1 - | a\ )/(l - r).

Now consider the finite product bp(z), with p large enough so that

sp> 1/2 and sp>r. To simplify the notation, we write
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*,(*) = II (1 - *(«)),

where the product has mp factors.

For \z\ gr, we have the inequalities

(7) I bpiz) - 11   JS II (1 + I «.(«) I ) - 1 = (exp El «.(*) I ) - 1.

By (6),

E I «.(«) I   =S 4m„(l - 5,)/(l - r),

and therefore (3) implies that bp satisfies (iii) if p is large enough.

Lemma 6. Suppose boiz) is a finite Blaschke product, e>0, and

0<r<l. Then we can find a number s (r<s<l) and a finite Blaschke

product biz) whose m zeros all lie on the circle \z\ =s, such that

ii)  il-s)m<e,

(ii)  | fF boise^bise^duit) \ > | p(F) | /24,

(iii)  \biz)-l\<ei\z\^r).

Proof. We divide the unit circle into eight equal open arcs

Ji, • • • , Js whose end points all lie in the complement of &o(F) (this

is possible, since &o(F) is nowhere dense). We then define the sets

Ek = j*": hie*') G /*}        (* = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , 8).

These sets are open and disjoint, and they cover F. We write Fk

= Ff~\Ek. Without loss of generality, we may assume that | p(Fi) |

2=|m(F)|/8.
We shall now use the geometrically obvious fact that if

wm = rme\\ ivn = l, 2, • • • , re; 0^mg3ir/4), then | zZ"">m\ ̂ cE|wm|,

where

c = \[2 - V2]XI2 > 1/3.

Together with Lemma 2, it implies that

I f boie«)duit)   >  | p | (FO/3 ̂   | uiFi) | /3 fc  | uiF) \ /24,

where | p| (Fi) denotes the total variation of p over Fi.

Let Sj be defined as in the proof of Lemma 5. If sp is near enough to

1, then

(8) I f boispe^d^it)   > | p(F) | /24,
\J Ft

by the uniform continuity of boiz).

Let 5 = dist (Fi, F\Fi). With the notation of Lemma 4, choose p
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large enough so that dp<o. In (4), let \a\ = sP and z = au, with \u\ = 1.

Since 11 — u | J| 211 — sPu \, it follows from (5) that

(9) | ^(z) |   ^ 4(1 - Sp)/\ 1 - vi|   g 8(1 - sp)/\ l-u\.

For a fixed p, we select among the arcs IVj (j=l, • ■ ■ , mp) those that

do not meet Fi (since dp<o, none of the arcs Ipj meeting Fi meets any

of the other sets Fk).

We denote the midpoints of the selected arcs by zPj, and we form

the finite Blaschke product

do) bp(z) = n ^- —^ •
Zpj       1 ZpjZ

Since the product has at most mp factors, it satisfies condition (i) of

the lemma. Just as in the proof of Lemma 5, we have the inequality

(11) | bp (z) |   < l/2p       for z/sp E (F\Fi).

If z/spEFi and a denotes the midpoint zpj of some selected interval,

we can write z = au, where |m| =1 and |arg«| >5/2. Therefore (9)

implies that |ea(z)| ?|c(l— sp)/o, for some constant c, and therefore

X) | «a(z) I   S cmp(l — sp)/S.

By (7) and (11) we see that if p is large enough, then bp(z) is arbi-

trarily near to 1 on spFi and arbitrarily small on sp(F\Fi); therefore,

in view of (8), condition  (ii) of the lemma is satisfied.

Finally, just as in the proof of Lemma 5, we can show that bp(z)

satisfies condition (iii) if p is large enough. This completes the proof

of Lemma 6.
To prove Theorem 2, we use alternately Lemmas 5 and 6 to con-

struct an infinite Blaschke product

/(z) = n ».(*)
with the following properties:

(i) all the zeros of bn(z) lie on a circle | z| = rn;

(ii) if n is odd and euEF, then | b„(rn eu)\ <l/n;

(iii) if n is even, then

I f /n(rne«)du(t)   >  UF)|/24,

where/„ = £>i ■ ■ • bn;

(iv) for large values of n, the product bn+ib„+i ■ • • is close to 1 on

the disk |z| 5|r„.
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Clearly, the function / satisfies the inequalities

I f firne«)duit)   g I p(F) I /n (re odd),
\J F

I f/(r„««)<fo(0   > I M(F) I /24        in even).
\J p

Since this contradicts Lemma 3, the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.

The converse part of Theorem 1 is well known, and we merely indi-

cate a proof. If 4>ELX and f EL™ (in particular, iifEH™), then the

convolution (j>*f is a continuous function. The Abel mean of the

Fourier series of a continuous function converges to the function

uniformly; in particular, it converges at the point z = l. This is pre-

cisely the assertion that the limit (1) exists.

4. Multiplier transforms. Let X and Y be two spaces of sequences,

and let {X„| be a fixed sequence.

Definition. {X„} is of class (X, Y) if {\„an} E Y for each {an}EX.

Let R denote the space of bounded analytic functions in D whose

radial limit exists on every radius. We may regard R and A (see §1) as

spaces of sequences (Taylor coefficients).

Let L+ denote the space of sequences that constitute one side of the

sequence of Fourier coefficients of some integrable function, and let S+

denote the space of sequences that constitute one side of the sequence

of Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients of some measure. That is, let {an}

EL+ i{a„} ES+) if and only if there exists a function 4>EL (a mea-

sure p) such that

On = <?(«)    ian = #(«))        for n £: 0.

From Theorem 1 we obtain the following result.

Theorem 3. (i7°°, R) = iH°°, A) = (5+, L+) =L+.

Proof. The equation (i?°°, R)—L+ is merely a restatement of

Theorem 1. Indeed, the existence of the limit (1) is precisely the exis-

tence of the radial limit along the unit interval; the existence of the

limit along any other radius follows by rotation.

Clearly, iHx, A)EiHx, R)=L+. Conversely, the convolution of a

function in Lx with a function in LK is continuous.

The identity sequence {1,1, • • •} is in S+, and therefore (S+, L+)

EL+. The reverse inclusion follows from the fact that (5, L)=L for

two-sided sequences (see Zygmund [8, Chapter IV, Theorem 11.10]).

This completes the proof of the theorem.
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The third equation in Theorem 3, (S+, L+)=L+, is in some sense a

dual of the second equation, (H°°, A)=L+. As we have just seen, it is

easy to prove. However, we do not know how to establish the second

equation without going through Theorem 1. Perhaps this is to be

expected; for although S+ is the conjugate space of the Banach space

A, the space L+ only becomes the full dual of H°° when Hx is given the

weak-star topology; as we mentioned in the Introduction, Theorem 1

may be regarded as a statement about weak-star continuous linear

functionals on H°°.

In conclusion, we mention a conjecture that seems to be difficult to

settle (it implies Theorem 1).

Conjecture. Let {<bn} be a sequence o/ elements in L such that

lim f<bnf exists /or each/EH™. Then there exists a<pEL such that

(13) lim f4>n/=  f <bf       for all f E H™.

To state the problem differently: is the quotient Banach space

L/H weakly sequentially complete? (This question was raised in

[l, pp. 180-181].) The analogous result for L instead of L/H (that is,

with L" instead of Hx in the statement above) was proved by Stein-

haus [6] (see also the proof in Zygmund [8, Chapter IV, Theorem

9.13]).
In the paper immediately following this one, Kahane [3] gives a

partial affirmative answer to the conjecture. He shows that there

exists a <f>EL such that the relation (13) holds for all/£^4. This is

enough to imply Theorem 1.
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